We study the load rebalancing problem in a heterogeneous grid environment that supports process migration. Given 
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the problem of dynamic load balancing through process migration in a heterogeneous grid environment. Given an initial assignment, the problem is to find a process reassignment which achieves a desirable level of load balance with minimum migration cost. This is called the load rebalancing problem. The minimum migration cost requirement suggests that this happens during the running of an application and not initially at the beginning.
The system conditions of a dynamic grid evolve quickly, and to obtain optimal load balance is not that feasible. It is more practical to maintain the load balance level of the machines within an acceptable range [4] . By achieving some reasonable target load balance level, our solution ensures that a low degree of resource wastage and a high service rate.
Both the grid resources and the applications can be highly heterogeneous. Multiple solutions of process reassignment can achieve the same balance level, but possibly with diverse migration costs. We set out to find the solution that can deliver the desired load balance level and its cost is acceptable. We aim at avoiding redundant process migrations and high-cost migrations when trying to improve the load balance level. In the process, the scheduler or job manager is provided with information on the lower bounds on the migration overhead.
The requirement on minimizing the rebalancing cost deviates from from the traditional load balancing approaches. With the double objectives of achieving a target load balance level and migration cost minimization, our problem is generally harder than the traditional Multiprocessor Scheduling Problem (MSP) which only aims at optimizing the makespan [7] [10] [13] . Since the conditions for optimality are more stringent, the number of available optimal solutions is smaller.
Our problem is a variant of the load rebalancing problem in [1] which is to find a process reassignment achieving optimal load balance with the constraint that at most a given number of processes are reassigned. That previous problem assumes that each process migration is of same cost. We minimize instead the actual migration costs which may vary from process to process. Existing proposed algorithms are based on greedy heuristics and can only loosely bound the number of migrations [25] [1].
Our problem is also different from the remapping problem [26] [16] where a data domain is re-partitioned to achieve a balanced workload. In data migration schemes, the data (workload) can be divided into arbitrarily small pieces for distribution among machines (i.e., divisible) [17] [19] [20] . In our problem, the workload associated with a process must be moved as a whole (i.e., non-divisible). Process (workload) exchanges are needed in order to reduce the load differences among machines. Existing algorithms for divisible load problems generally do not consider workload exchange, and so cannot be directly applied here. We refer to the main heuristic algorithm proposed in this paper as the Iterative Multi-Level PAIRWISE (IMLP) algorithm. The heuristic is based on local search and some special strategies for finding a low-cost solution. The algorithm focuses the search in the solution space surrounding the initial assignment, which has a strong likelihood of containing the desired low-cost solution. By a guided local search technique [18] [15] [23] , the algorithm is able to generate diverse searching trajectories leading to different candidate reassignments, thus increasing the chance to find a reassignment with lower cost. A multi-level local search is proposed, where different restrictions on acceptable migration costs are defined to control the sub-steps of each local search step. The migration cost is a function of two practical parameters: process size and communication bandwidth. With such refined searching, our local search procedure decides on a practical tradeoff between low-cost process movements and target balance level. The evaluations show that our heuristic can find a reassignment which delivers a good level of load balance with a reasonably low migration cost.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the load rebalancing problem is defined and discussed. The IMLP algorithm is presented in Section III. They are evaluated against other algorithms for various test cases in Section IV. We briefly discuss related work in Section V and conclude the paper in Section VI.
Problem Definition
The load rebalancing (LRB) problem is to find a process reassignment achieving a target load balancing level with minimum migration cost. A formal description of the problem is presented in the following. The notations used in the formulation are listed in Table 1. -Input -The process set Q with l processes (Q = {q 1 , . . . , q l } where q i has workload w i ).
-The grid platform G with m machines (G = {g 1 , . . . , g m } where g j has computational capacity c j ). -The initial assignment E I with DC I .
-A predefined target DC T (DC T < DC I ).
-Output -A new process assignment E N , satisfying: (1) DC N ≤ DC T ; (2) mig cost is minimized.
DC is a metric measuring the degree of workload balance among the machines. The lower the value of DC the better the load balance of the system. DC can be easily mapped to other metrics (such as makespan, completion time, execution time, etc.) used by job managers or resource schedulers of typical parallel systems. With load rebalancing, the actual execution time is the execution time under the assignment with DC plus the migration time. So the assignment with lowest DC does not necessarily result in the lowest actual execution time, since it is possible for an assignment with a low DC to incur a large migration cost.
We can use the following method to decide on an appropriate DC T . We first get an ideal value DC o, assuming the workload can be perfectly balanced among machines. Then multiple values of DC t between DC o and the current DC i are selected by say a binary search and tried. An appropriate DC t is the one yielding the best tradeoff between improvement in the performance (in terms of reduction of completion time) and additional migration time.
In this paper we assume that DC T is an empirical parameter specified by the system administrator. We will only focus on the algorithm that finds assignment solutions with one arbitrary DC T value.
The cost of a process migration act is the time spent in the migration, which depends on several factors. The content to be moved during process migration includes the execution state (the information of Java frames) and data (objects, classes and local variables) in the process. According to our evaluation in a practical environment, "G-JavaMPI" [6] , data transferring dominates the migration time; and so the migration time is very sensitive to data size. The time also depends on the CPU capacity and availability in the source and destination machines and the network bandwidth between these two machines. The source and destination machines are usually defined inherently in the procedure of load rebalancing, whereby over-loaded machines would serve be as sources of load transferring, and underloaded machines as destinations. Therefore, it is important to identify suitable processes with appropriate workloads and small data sizes, as well as to choose network links with higher bandwidths. The formula for a process migration cost is cost = c·size bandwidth (c is a constant). For evaluation purposes, the total migration cost of a reassignment is the summation of all the individual process migration costs.
IMLP Algorithm
The IMLP heuristic considers the actual migration cost and aims to find a reassignment with reduced migration cost. It can also be used to find a reassignment with a small number of process migrations, for the problem assuming uniform cost for all process migrations.
Algorithm Skeleton
The IMLP heuristic adopts the guided local search (GLS) which is a meta-heuristic strategy based local search. The general working principle of GLS is to dynamically change the objective function used in local search, so that multiple local minima can be reached in the solution space [15] [23] . The heuristic includes multiple iterations of local search. Each local search starts from the initial assignment and reaches a different new assignment (a local minimum). Among all the assignments found, the one achieving the target load balance level with the minimum migration cost is selected as the final solution. The algorithm executes two procedures-the multi-level local search procedure (Multi-level LOCAL SEARCH) and the penalization procedure (PENALIZATION) for a number of iterations ("for" loop in lines 4-10). In each iteration, the multi-level local search starts from the initial assignment E I , and searches for a new assignment E through successive steps of process movements (line 5). As an essential part of guided local search strategy, the penalization procedure executed afterwards is used to modify the objective function used in the local search of the next iteration, so that a different new assignment can be reached (line 9). The objective function is modified to incorporate the factor of how many times each process movement is selected in the previously found solutions. The iterations of local search use different modified objective functions, so that they can find different new assignments.
Algorithm 1
The multi-level local search and penalization are executed for num iter iterations. num iter can be used to terminate the algorithm. The appropriate num iter varies from problem case to problem case, and also depends on the time limit set on executing the algorithm. There is no clear theoretical analysis yet for the exact formula of num iter. Instead, in our evaluation (see Section IV), we terminate the searching when no new and feasible solution (with DC satisfying DC <= DC T ) can be found after many iterations. The actual number of iterations varies from case to case.
In summary, three strategies adopted in the algorithm help achieve a target assignment with low migration cost. First, multiple candidate assignments are produced from the iterations, of which one assignment with the lowest cost will be selected. Second, the local search in each iteration starts from the initial assignment; that is, the algorithm searches more intensively in the solution space surrounding the initial assignment. Third, the refined local search step gives priority to process movements with lower costs. In the rest of paper, we use "step" to mean one iteration inside the local search procedure, and "iteration" to mean one iteration of the whole algorithm (which includes a local search procedure and a penalization procedure).
Multi-level Local Search Procedure
Local search starts with an initial assignment, and searches for a better assignment through a sequence of small steps. A small step refers to one or two process movements between a pair of machines. We use 1-move to denote moving a process from one machine to another; 1-swap to denote the exchange of two processes between two machines. Instead of considering movements between all machine pairs, we permit only movements between the machine with the maximum load level and another machine. The core of multi-level local search is the local search procedure (Algorithm 2). In each step of the local search (the "while" loop in lines 2-17), L 1 always represents the machine with the maximum load level. Other machines (from L m to L 2 ) are selected one after another for finding an appropriate 1-move or 1-swap between them and L 1 in the procedure F (lines 6-12). Suppose L 1 and L j (m ≤ j ≤ 2) are considered, and (dc 1 ,dc j ) and (dc 1 ,dc j ) are their workloads respectively before and after selected movements are performed. F is successful only
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DC and E are updated (line 7) and a new step starts. If F fails for all machine pairs (update = 0 in line 15), the procedure terminates. When DC T is achieved, the procedure also terminates immediately (line 16).
The preferred 1-move or 1-swap in F is the one which can reduce the maximum of the load levels of two machines to the largest extent. Suppose machine L 1 has and be as close to d1cj −c1dj c1+cj as possible. For 1-move, we select a process with such a workload w. For 1-swap, we select two processes (one process with larger workload from L 1 , and another with smaller workload from L j ) whose workload difference obeys the above rules regarding w.
The multi-level local search considers both process workloads and process migration costs. Each local search step (the "while" loop in lines 2-17) is refined into multiple sub-steps (the "for" loop in lines [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The different restrictions on acceptable migration cost of a process movement (thresholds on acceptable migration cost) are defined in the sub-steps. Only process movements with costs lower than the threshold will be considered. The sub-step with the lowest level (level-1) threshold is first performed. If an appropriate movement can be found, the movement is performed, other sub-steps are skipped, and a new step starts (the BREAK in line 13). Otherwise, the sub-step with a higher level (more relaxed) threshold is performed. Thus the restriction level on migration cost is relaxed gradually from sub-step to sub-step. The sub-step with the highest level threshold is the last sub-step, where the threshold is high enough so that no movements will be prohibited. If no appropriate movement can be found in all the sub-steps (updated = 0), the local search terminates (line 15 and line 18).
The selection of the thresholds is crucial for the effectiveness of the multi-level local search in finding a low-cost solution. The thresholds should reflect the range and magnitude of the costs of all possible movements globally, so that they will not be too restrictive nor too loose. In the experiments, we evaluate three alternative ways of determining the thresholds. Figure 1 illustrates the steps of the 3-level local search for an example problem. For demonstration's sake, the machine capacities are homogeneous, so the machine load level is represented by its workload. Intra-cluster communication bandwidth is 100MB/s and inter-cluster bandwidth is 10MB/s. The processes have various workloads and sizes (in MB). The cost of a single migration is the ratio of process size to bandwidth. Based on three thresholds, 0.1, 1.0 and 10, three levels of sub-steps are considered. The machine with a dotted rectangle is with the maximum load level. In this machine, processes with dotted circle is only allowed to migrate to machines within the cluster. Processes with shadowed circles are prohibited to migrate to all other machines. Processes with solid circles are allowed to migrate to any machine. In machines with solid rectangles, processes with shadowed circles are prohibited to migrate to the machine with the maximum load level, since their migration costs exceed the threshold. All processes with solid circles can be considered for migration.
In step 1, processes q 9 and q 14 are exchanged, so that the load level of g 7 is decreased from 95 to 72. In step 2, only process q 8 is allowed to migrate to g 3 , and process q 11 is allowed to migrate to g 4 . However, both migrations cannot decrease the load level of g 4 . Therefore the higherlevel subspace with threshold 1 is considered in step 3. The same situation happens in steps 4 and 5. In step 3-2, g 3 with lowest DC is not considered for movement, because both processes q and q will cause migration cost larger than the threshold and thus are prohibited for migration. Regardless of the thresholds, any process is allowed to migrate back to its initial location, so that the cost caused by its previous movement is deleted from the total migration cost. Such a movement is encouraged in the algorithm as long as it can also bring good improvement in reducing the maximum load level DC. For instance, in step 6, process q 4 in a black circle is allowed to migrate to g 2 (its initial location). The maximum load level in the final result is 72 and the migra- g1   68   g2   58   g3   60   g4   80   g5   51   g6   70   g7   951234567810912111314   Initial Assignment   g1   68   g2   58   g3   60   g4   80   g5   51   g6   70   g7   951234567810912111314 Step 1 (threshold=0. Step 2-1 (threshold=0.1) Step 3-1 (threshold=0.1) Step 4 (threshold=0.1) For the purpose of comparison, we present the steps of the basic local search for the same example problem in Figure 2 . The basic local search selects the processes for migration based on their workloads only. Thus the 3-level local search finds more migrations but with lower migration costs than the basic local search, since processes with smaller process sizes are considered with higher priorities. Step 1 (initial assignment)
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Penalization Procedure
Penalization is a kind of memorization strategy. The technique records the count (or "frequency") that a component of the solution has been visited in the previous iterations. The higher frequency the component has, the more penalty it will receive, and the greater its likelihood to be unselected in the following iterations. This leads to a diversification guiding the search towards components that are not incorporated frequently enough in the past solutions. Such diversification enables more distinct solutions scattered in the solution space to be visited, and increases the chance of coming across a better solution. Some similar memorization strategies have been used in existing local search-based heuristics, such as the long-term memory strategies for diversification in Tabu search [12] .
The basic component in an assignment solution is the status that a process is assigned to a machine. The implementation of the penalization scheme is as follows. A frequency matrix B with l rows and m columns is defined, where B(x, j) and B(y, i) represent the frequencies of process q x being assigned to machine g j and process q y being assigned to g i in all the solutions found so far. The cost function CF in the local search procedure is augmented to include the factors of frequencies. Suppose q x is selected to migrate from g i to g j , and q y is selected to migrate from g j to g i . The augmented cost function is CF = max(dc i , dc j ) + γ · (B(x, j) + B(y, i) ). γ is a constant called the penalty coefficient. γ ·(B(x, j)+B(y, i) ) is the augmentation to the original cost function and is called the "penalty" on the corresponding movements.
The processes which minimize max(dc i , dc j ) might not deliver the minimum CF , if γ ·(B(x, j)+B(y, i)) is large. Therefore the 1-move or 1-swap with higher frequencies are more penalized and discouraged. If the movement(s) can achieve a small enough value of max(dc i , dc j ), it might still be selected in spite of its non-zero penalty. However, in the forthcoming iterations when its frequency (so is the penalty) is increased to a certain value, it will not be selected. As a result, chances are given to other movements that are less selected before. Figure 3 demonstrates the second iteration of local search based on the penalization status.
In the above example, all process movements are penalized. Other than the full penalization scope, alternatively we may only penalize part of the process movements. γ is another adjustable parameter. We evaluate the algorithms with different choices of penalization scope and γ values in the experiment section.
Algorithm Complexity
The algorithm's complexity mainly depends on the number of machine pairs considered (i.e., the number of steps in Algorithm 2) and the time spent in each execution of the procedure F . The number of levels (i.e., the number of sub-steps) in the multi-level local search is a small constant number. Therefore the complexity of IMLP is O(l 2 ) (l is the number of process).
Performance Evaluation
The algorithms are tested for four groups of instances as in Table 2 . The number of processes is from 40 to 640, and Step 2-1 (threshold=0.1) Step 2-2 (threshold=1) Step 3-1 (threshold=0.1) Step 3-2 (threshold=1) Step 4 (threshold=0.1) q9 q4 q8 Table 1 , several more attributes are used here. k denotes the number of processes in one machine in the initial assignment. c describes the heterogeneity of machine capacities (the range of the ratio of machine capacity to the average capacity). DC O refers to the lower bound of the maximum load level (the ideal optimal DC, calculated as the ratio of total workload to total capacity). w = 20%/80% means that 20% processes have workloads in (20, 
Effects of Algorithm Parameters
We compare several variations of the IMLP algorithm, which use different values for the algorithm's parameters. The algorithm parameters and their alternative values are listed below.
-The number of levels (nolevels). Two alternative values we use are 3 and 6.
-The cost thresholds in the multi-level local search.
(1) IMLP-count selects the thresholds which divides the sorted list of all single process migration costs into nolevels equal-length sublists. (2) IMLP-AS selects the thresholds which constitute an arithmetic sequence. (3) IMLP-CRS selects the thresholds which constitute a common ratio sequence. The selection of the common ratio depends on the range of single migration costs. For example, IMLP-CRS2 means that the common ratio of threshold sequence is 2. In all the above methods, the maximum threshold is selected as the largest single migration cost.
-The scope of penalization. (1) IMLP-full penalizes all process movements in the solution found in each iteration. (2) IMLP-limit penalizes only the process movements in the max-loaded machine(s) of the solution found in each iteration.
-The value of penalization coefficient (γ). The alternative values for γ are 0.25, 1, 4 and 8.
In this set of evaluations, each process is assigned a distinct process size in addition to the attributes in Table 2 . Process sizes are randomly generated in the range of 1MB to 100MB. Processes with sizes smaller than 10MB occupy 2/3 of the whole process population. We simulate an aggregation of three clusters of equal sizes in a grid environment. The inter-cluster communication bandwidth is 10MB/s, and the intra-cluster bandwidth is 100MB/s. The distribution of the single migration costs is that 2/9 migration costs are lower than 0.1 second, 5/9 costs are between 0.1-1 second, and 2/9 costs are between 1-10 seconds. Figure 4 compares the various IMLP algorithms with different nolevels and threshold selection methods. The x-axis indicates different DC T values specified for the algorithms, and the y-axis indicates the migration costs for achieving those DC T 's. The IMLP-AS algorithm finds solutions with higher costs than IMLP-count and IMLP-CRS. The algorithms with nolevels = 6 can usually find lower-cost solutions than the algorithm with nolevels = 3. Comparing the algorithms with nolevels = 6 and those with nolevels = 9, we find that the improvements by nolevels = 9 are not so significant In most cases, IMLP-CRS2-level6 achieves the lowest costs and IMLP-count-level6 also achieves migration costs close to the lowest ones. In the following sections, we focus on the experiments for the algorithm IMLP-CRS2-level6. Figure 5 compares the IMLP algorithms with different γ values and penalization scopes. The IMLP-full algorithm can find solutions with lower costs than the IMLP-limit algorithm. The most suitable γ for IMLP-full is 1 and the most suitable γ for IMLP-limit is 4. Values that are higher or lower than the suitable one might deteriorate the performance. In the following sections, we look at the experiments for the algorithm IMLP-CRS2-level6-full-1.
Evaluation on Nonuniform Migration Cost Problems
IMLP is evaluated against several related algorithms, including ISLP, MLP and TABU. ISLP (Iterative Single- Level PAIRWISE) is the IMLP algorithm with nolevels = 1. MLP (Multi-Level PAIRWISE) is the first iteration of IMLP. TABU is the classical search method [5] [11] [22] for the independent task scheduling problem. For fairness of comparison, we implement the same basic local search procedure in TABU as that in IMLP. TABU never goes back to the initial solution to restart the searching, but always jumps from the current solution to a new solution according to the selected movement. The introduction of the tabu list avoids the search trapping in a local minimum. The best solution is selected among all solutions found during the searching. All algorithms are executed for the same total searching time.
Because of limited space, we only present the results for the third and fourth case groups in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . These cases are harder since they have a higher degree of heterogeneity in their attributes. IMLP achieves the lowest migration cost than all other algorithms in all these cases. MLP still achieves much lower migration cost than ISLP which performs multiple iterations of the basic local search. This indicates that multi-level local search is essential in the search for a solution with low cost, and it contributes much to the winning algorithm IMLP. A serious drawback in using solely the multi-level local search is that low DC values cannot be achieved (the points on the leftmost in the curves indicate the best DC achieved). In such scenarios, guided local search strategy helps to find solutions with lower DC by intensifying the searching. Therefore IMLP is usually the best choice with consideration of both metrics, i.e., achievable DC and migration cost. ISLP still gets the chance to reduce the cost to a great extent. Without restarting the search from the initial assignment, TABU searching tends mostly to walk in the solution space far away from the initial assignment. This is why ISLP can achieve lower migration cost than TABU.
From the figures, we obtain a sense on the increasing rate of migration cost as the load balance level gets better. In the x-axis, from the right points to left points, the load balance level is getting better (i.e., the maximum load level is dropping). The migration cost increases in a mild rate in most of the range. After some point, the cost increases very rapidly, especially when the load balance level is getting close to the best level. The migration cost might go to too high a level which offsets the benefit. Therefore it is desirable to choose a modestly satisfactory load balance level but not an optimal or near-optimal level as the target. We have also found that instances I 3,2 , I 3,4 , I 4,2 and I 4,4 are much easier than I 3,3 , I 3,5 , I 4,3 and I 4, 5 . The average number of processes in each machine is higher in these instances, so the granularity of process workloads for the machine capacities is finer, which enables a more even distribution of the workloads. As a result, our algorithms tend to find much lower DC (very close to the optimal) for these cases. Table 3 lists the times spent in finding the best solu- tions in all the algorithms. All the algorithms are given the same total execution time, as listed in the second column. IMLP spends more time in finding the best solutions than MLP and TABU. This is because it needs to perform multiple iterations of searching before their best solutions are found. IMLP needs more time than ISLP in larger-size problems because of additional overhead in the multi-level local search.
Evaluation on Uniform Migration Cost Problems
In this section, we test the algorithms on the cases where all process migrations have the same uniform cost. The migration cost is reduced to the number of migrations. IMLP algorithm is simply reduced to ISLP with nolevels = 1. We compare the performance of ISLP with the greedy heuristic and the TABU heuristic.
M-PARTITIONV (MPARV for short, Algorithm 3) is a variant from M-PARTITION heuristic proposed in [1] for migration-constraint makespan minimization. It includes multiple iterations of PARTITION procedure (refer to the pseudo-code presented in [1] ). Each PARTITION is given with an estimated OP T value on DC. Based on the OP T , it identifies the processes with large and small workloads. Smallest number of additional large and small processes are removed so that DC of all machines are lower than OP T . It then reassigns the removed processes with larger processes considered first. OP T in the first iteration is set as DC T and then gradually decreased in the following iterations.
We use different DC T values to test the ISLP, MPARV and TABU algorithms. Table 4 presents the success rate, the number of migrations and searching time of these three algorithms for two different DC T values. MPARV, which is a greedy heuristic, cannot find very low DC T values. Therefore its success rates for some cases with low DC T are not 100%. The number of migrations found by MPARV is also much higher than those in ISLP and TABU. ISLP can find smaller number of migrations than TABU in all cases, al- though it is slightly weaker in achieving lower DC T than TABU.
Algorithm 3 M-PARTITIONV (MPARV)

Related Work
The classical Multiprocessor Scheduling Problem (MSP) denoted as R||Cmax [7] [10] [13] focuses on finding optimal makespan. Most local search-based heuristics in the literature use 1-move or 1-swap or their variations or combinations as the neighborhood structure [11] [21][8] [9] . But they use local search solely without any meta-heuristic strategy (such as the guided local search in our algorithm). A solution with target DC can be found, but the solution might not have a small migration cost.
There was traditional research on dynamic remapping for data-parallel applications (such as those in molecular dynamics (MD) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD)), where the computational requirements associated with different parts of the data domain may change as the computation proceeds. The nearest-neighbor algorithms used by Xu and Lau [26] reduce the domain remapping operation to adjustment of sub-domain borders, so that data redistribution cost can be kept low. In addition, the cost can be reduced through limiting the number of redistribution operations across remote machines [16] .
In other dynamic data remapping works, the data and the associated workload can be divided into arbitrary small pieces and distributed among machines [17] [19] [20] [24] [14] . Since workload can be arbitrarily divided, it is easy to know how much workload should be migrated out/in the over-loaded/under-loaded machines. This information is used as constraint conditions in the problem formulation. While in our problem, the whole workload associated with a process will be moved when the process is migrated. So existing algorithms for divisible load problems cannot be applied to our problem.
A few existing projects consider the number of migrations caused in task reassignment. Westbrook [25] considers an online load balancing problem, and proposes a 5.83-competitive algorithm with bounded number of migrations for identical machines, and another 8-competitive algorithm with bounded number of migrations for related machines. Aggarwal, Motwani and Zhu [1] consider the LRB problem in placing websites onto a set of web servers. They aims to maximize the makespan with a predefined constraint on the number of migrations. A heuristic with a 1.5 approximation ratio on the makespan is proposed. These heuristics are variants of the greedy heuristic. Although providing a guarantee on the worst case performance by bounds, they do not explicitly minimize the migration cost.
Conclusion
In this paper we study the important problem of load rebalancing. The problem has an emphasis on the concern of the reassignment cost since a good tradeoff between system load balance level and its associated cost should be achieved in practice. With the functionality to find an reassignment with lower cost, system administrators could compare the costs for achieving various load balanced levels. This information is helpful for the administrators to decide the most appropriate reassignment and load balance level for maximizing their ultimate performance objectives. Our proposed algorithm, IMLP, incorporates some special strategies to reduce the reassignment cost. These strategies (including concentration of the searching effort in the solution space surrounding the initial assignment, guided local search, and multi-level local search) are proved to be able to achieve lower migration costs when compared to existing heuristics. Our proposed strategy can be easily incorporated in many existing LB algorithms for cost minimization.
